Wireless Inventory Handheld

Quick Guide
This handheld device may help releasing lots of labors from daily business process such as receiving,
shipping, distribution and inventory management. It is plain in design, simple in operation and reliable in
performance. You can get an easy start following the instructions below.
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Install the handheld driver
Find the following file in the CD and double click to install.

2 Install the computer software
Find the following file in the CD and double click to install.

>>

>>

an icon appears on the desktop

** During installation if a dialog prompts for the lack of.NET file，choose Yes, then double click the CD file

.

>>

3 Download item file to the Handheld
1. Create your item file (jump this step if you’ve got the file)
Here, as an example, we create a txt file with a TAB separator (INVENTORY.txt):
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2. Configure the file format
Open the computer software and select the command “set format” from the drop-down menu of
“download”. Then configure the format according to the item file (INVENTORY.txt) just created.

Example:
The 3rd column in item file
INVENTORY.txt is “QTY”,
corresponding to “Stock” here
and is to be downloaded.

3. Import item file into the software and check item details
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4. Download to the Handheld
Connect the handheld to the computer via the USB cable.
1) On the handheld: from the main menu choose the option “5. Download”

2) In the computer software: click “download to handheld”
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4 Operation on the Handheld
1. Establish communication between the Handheld and the Receiver.
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2. Enable the functions needed
From the main menu, choose
“Distribution” or “Cycle count” as
needed.

To change a default Advance option, use up
and down arrow key ( ) to select and
OK to confirm, then use left or right arrow
key ( ) to enable or disable the
function. Finally press OK to save the
change.
Note: “unicity” means there allows no recurring barcode; “UNK” stands for “unknown item”.

3. Start to collect data
In the scanning interface, some special keys
may be used for different purpose:
 : switch between real-time transmission
and storage mode;
 : switch between manual and auto mode
(manually input the quantity or
automatically assign 1 as the quantity);
F1 : input Art.# manually;
F2 : input barcode manually;
F3 : input a negative or positive number for
the quantity;
 : switch between numbers, upper- and
lowercase letters, and decimal point.
4. Upload data
1） Define the file format you want
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2） Define what information to be uploaded

3） Generate a txt or xls file
Open Windows Notepad or Excel spreadsheet to receive data from the handheld. Data will be transmitted
record by record in where the cursor locates.
Press F1 to start wireless transmission.

For USB cable transmission, press F2.
Data transmit via cable must be received in the computer software:

This manual is subject to change without notice. Please refer to us for more details and updated information.
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